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Abstract

Objective To examine users’ attitudes to implementation of an electronic medical record system in Kaiser Permanente Hawaii.

Design Qualitative study based on semistructured interviews.

Setting Four primary healthcare teams in four clinics, and four specialty departments in one hospital, on Oahu, Hawaii. Shortly before the interviews, Kaiser Permanente stopped implementation of the initial system in favour of a competing one.

Participants Twenty-six senior clinicians, managers, and project team members.

Results Seven key findings emerged: users perceived the decision to adopt the electronic medical record system as flawed; software design problems increased resistance; the system reduced doctors’ productivity, especially during initial implementation, which fuelled resistance; the system required clarification of clinical roles and responsibilities, which was traumatic for some individuals; a cooperative culture created trade-offs at varying points in the implementation; no single leadership style was optimal—a participatory, consensus-building style may lead to more effective adoption decisions, whereas decisive leadership could help resolve barriers and resistance during implementation; the process fostered a counter climate of conflict, which was resolved by withdrawal of the initial system.

Conclusions Implementation involved several critical components, including perceptions of the system selection, early testing, adaptation of the system to the larger organisation, and adaptation of the organisation to the new electronic environment. Throughout, organisational factors such as leadership, culture, and professional ideals played complex roles, each facilitating and hindering implementation at various points. A transient climate of conflict was associated with adoption of the system.

Introduction

Electronic medical record systems have great potential to improve the quality of health services. However, few service providers have adopted such systems. The cost of implementation is an important barrier, as may be limited evidence linking adoption and improved outcome. Concerns about disruptions during implementation—with decreased productivity, increased frustration, and organisational conflict—may also hinder widespread adoption.

Electronic medical record systems may challenge longstanding beliefs about how health care should be organised and delivered. Using physicians to enter data may be inefficient and perceived as demeaning, though negative effects may diminish as users become proficient. Clinicians and managers may need to learn how to use computers and specific software, and alter established practice patterns, which might cause frustration and resistance. Although some large healthcare systems have implemented electronic medical records, formal evaluations rarely address these organisational issues. This missing information could enhance the viability of existing electronic medical records and greatly inform the implementation of new systems such as the UK National Programme for IT (NPfIT) for the NHS.

We examined the experience of implementing an electronic medical record system in Kaiser Permanente Hawaii. Using semistructured interviews, we identified the critical events in the system implementation, the impact of organisational culture and leadership, and the effects on clinical practice and patient care processes as perceived by the system’s users.

Methods

Background

Kaiser Permanente is the United States’ largest non-profit healthcare system, serving 8.2 million members in eight regions. It is widely regarded as a model of cost effective care. Kaiser Permanente Hawaii has 26 primary care teams in 15 clinics, and one hospital. It serves 234 000 members across three islands. The average team has four doctors, three nurses, and nine other staff members.

Kaiser Permanente compared two commercially available electronic medical record systems in the 1990s, EpicCare, developed by Epic Systems, and Clinical Information System (CIS), jointly developed by Kaiser Permanente and International Business Machines (IBM). In 1999, Kaiser Permanente’s national leadership chose the second-generation CIS system for all its regions, starting with Hawaii. CIS was thought to offer a more modern operating system and software with greater flexibility and potential for growth and customisation. The reputation and stability of IBM were also important. Another requirement was that the system be scalable—that is, able to cover the population in a single instance of the software, thus providing an integrated system for the entire national population. At the time, only CIS seemed to have that capability.

Hawaii began to prepare for CIS in December 1999 with a planned starting date of October 2000. After a 12 month delay related to the operating system, the first site started using CIS in October 2001. In 2002, Kaiser Permanente hired a new chief executive officer, who initiated a review of the choice of
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electronic medical record. In 2003 the company decided that the EpicCare system had matured beyond CIS, and now was better able to meet its needs. All Kaiser Permanente regions halted implementation of CIS and began planning for implementing EpicCare.

At that time, a third of the company’s Hawaiian sites had implemented CIS fully, and the rest had read-only access, some with order entry functionality. For many in Kaiser Permanente Hawaii, the 28 month experience had been, to use a Hawaiian surfing metaphor, truly a “wild ride.”

Interviews
JTS held semistructured, audio recorded interviews28, 29 with 12 clinicians and five managers in four teams, located in four clinics and the Kaiser Permanente hospital, and with nine CIS project team members during March and April, 2003, about one month after the announcement to halt CIS implementation. Preparation for the new electronic medical record system began during the interview period. In the clinics with CIS implemented, it remained in use until replaced by EpicCare in 2004.

In the 60-90 minute interviews we sought respondents’ views on four implementation issues: (a) critical events in the CIS implementation; the roles played by (b) organisational leadership and (c) culture; and (d) the CIS related changes in clinical practice. (The appendix on bmj.com shows the prompt sheet.) JTS transcribed the interviews, and a research assistant independently assessed the transcription accuracy, which reached 100%. We analysed interviews inductively and thematically.30 Responses were coded and collated to create themes. Unclear responses were clarified with interviewees. We held regular discussions to review themes and clarify factual aspects raised by data. This paper reports only themes that were mentioned by at least four respondents (of a total of 26).

Results
Critical processes in the implementation of CIS
Respondents identified four critical decision making processes—selection of the electronic medical record system, its design and early testing, its adaptation for widespread use, and adaptation of the organisation to the new electronic medical record.

Selection of the electronic medical record system
Only one respondent expressed approval of the CIS choice at the time of the interview. All the others perceived the choice of system as problematic: 18 reported dissatisfaction with the choice, 10 thought clinicians had not adequately “bought into” the system unless you’re going to do as lousy a note as possible.”—Clinician

“We had a 12 month preparation period. The product wasn’t delivered for another 14 months. That affects your culture.”—Clinician manager

“The delay had multiple consequences to our whole experience with this. Lot of time goes by, lot of things happen in peoples’ lives. And my internist needed to go do other things. And my paediatrician also needed to move. So the implementation date is shifting, and my players are (too).”—Clinician

“It cost so much more to do the conversion to Windows from the [IBM] OS/2 environment in Colorado than it was expected to, that all of the money that we thought we were going to be spending on improved functionality was basically used up.”—Clinician, implementation team member

“Any improvements we had to pay for. So we’re paying for IBM’s entire development costs.”—Clinician, implementation team member

Knowledge of the competing EpicCare system varied between respondents. A few respondents had seen both systems in other Kaiser Permanente regions and reported favouring EpicCare. Respondents consistently recalled suspecting that CIS was the wrong choice for Kaiser Permanente Hawaii, but may have been biased by the recent negative experience. At interview, 24 respondents were optimistic that EpicCare would prove a better system. All respondents thought the hardest challenge—to change from paper to computer—had been accomplished with CIS and that the new implementation would be easier. But at least eight respondents were cautious, noting that EpicCare would still require modifications in clinical workflows and that assessment of any electronic medical record needed to be set in context of a wider transformation in care delivery systems. Formal evaluations of the new EpicCare system are ongoing.

“We took one trip to Colorado, which had an older version of CIS, and one trip to North West [EpicCare] and we really liked [EpicCare], it just looked good. But Colorado had made [CIS] work and so we were using some of their tools and methods, but some of them wouldn’t work in Hawaii.”—Clinician, implementation team member

“Going from paper to one computerised medical record is probably the big step, so we took a big step to get to CIS and it’ll just take a small step to get to [EpicCare]. So we don’t think it’ll take us very long to change to a new medical record system. And we knew that whatever we changed to could only be better. It couldn’t be any worse.”—Clinician

“Even [EpicCare] is going to take us more time. On a bad day we might see 30 patients. There’s no way that you can do that on a computerised system unless you’re going to do as lousy a note as possible.”—Clinician

Design and early testing
Software design problems and inadequate early testing turned clinicians against CIS, fuelling resistance. Twenty three respondents reported substantial software problems, partly resulting from system designers’ misunderstanding of clinical processes or because clinicians working on template design did not have access to a working prototype or adequate IT knowledge.

“It was pretty clear that this product had a lot of problems—from our very first site.”—Clinician, implementation team member

“Well, it’s basically a beta test of something, and it was very rocky.”—Implementation team member

“There were unexpected changes in the product that was delivered—think non-starts. ‘You said you were going to deliver X, you delivered Y. Y can’t be worked with. You must go back and redo this to deliver X’. So there were classic systems failures.”—Clinician manager

“The problem for internal medicine is that they go through a more complex process to arrive at a diagnosis, but CIS isn’t really designed to do that. CIS assumes that the diagnosis is known at the beginning, or shortly after the beginning, of the visit.”—Implementation team member

“We worked very hard on [templates] for various clinical problems. But that work was not reflected in the [templates] that we actually received.
Adaptation of the electronic medical record for widespread use

Respondents also noted the importance of adapting the electronic medical record system. Four respondents noted the difficulty and expense of modifying CIS software. Respondents also reported that differences over software development priorities among the vendor, national and regional headquarters, and individual clinicians exacerbated software problems and strained relationships. Clinicians sought improved usability and flexibility, whereas national headquarters prioritised business and executive functions like accurate coding and reimbursement.

"We wanted to make a whole lot of changes, and [IBM] would point out why it would take time and cost money, and the smallest change would be a fight and it would cost tens of thousands of dollars."—Implementation team member

"Executive decisions were made to limit the scope to things that would increase revenue, that would do a better job of coding, and that would make the system scaleable to be used in places like California—all of which are extremely important—but along the way usability and user input got crossed off the page."—Clinician, implementation team member

Adaptation of the organisation to the new electronic medical record environment

Seventeen respondents reported that CIS had reduced clinician productivity, primarily because of extra work, such as processing laboratory result reports, entering orders, and navigating through the system. Fourteen clinicians reported that the extra time burdens from using CIS (estimated to be 30-75 minutes a day) persisted even after the initial learning period and affected patient care (such as by making it more difficult to fit in "overload patients"). The reasons varied: eight respondents regarded CIS as poorly designed and requiring too many steps to accomplish simple tasks; 12 felt that the system was cumbersome and poorly designed to accommodate the range of clinical needs or patients with multiple problems and requiring multiple templates; and nine reported a lack of clinical capacity to absorb changes during implementation.

"We don't have enough [full time equivalents] of physicians. And we get complaints from patients: 'Why can't I see my doctor on time?' That's one of the drivers here."—Implementation team member

In response, some doctors worked late or through lunch and reduced their routine contact with colleagues. Although the CIS implementation included temporary provision of extra clinicians to help with the initial additional workload, several respondents doubted whether they would be able to achieve pre-CIS productivity levels.

"We'd started out in the high 90th percentile in terms of our utilisation, so when we tried to add the constraints of the system, basically it broke."—Clinician

Implementing CIS required clear delineation of roles and responsibilities among staff. Sixteen respondents said that CIS preparation had revealed a variety of questionable practices and sharpened people's sense of accountability. For example, the completeness and quality of charting improved. Eleven respondents believed implementing CIS had clarified staff responsibilities for clinical decisions, but these tasks required much unanticipated work.

"Somehow it has changed the psyche of people, they are more aware of what they are putting in the chart. It's almost like they didn't really care what they wrote on paper, but now it's electronic and people can read everything."—Implementation team member

"A whole lot of operational issues related to scope of practice. A lot of stuff we had to manage came to the surface because of CIS. Individual security profiles controlled access to information and ordering authority in different components of the system. Well that needed to be correlated to the person's scope of practice. We never had a formal infrastructure for nursing supervisors to manage that."—Implementation team member

"Because of the risk of litigation we have to keep to a higher standard. If you don't have those systems and don't enforce them then you are in big trouble. You can't cover anything up in the electronic environment, its there for everybody to see."—Implementation team member

Revised roles created shifts in work responsibilities, which led some doctors to complain that they were becoming expensive order entry clerks. But others welcomed the greater accountability.

"No question in my mind, it's forced me to be more organised, more accountable. It's forced me to do what I should have been doing all along."—Clinician

Respondents also reported innovative adaptations, such as allowing nurses to act as results managers to screen laboratory results and do follow-up work. Medical assistants started prioritising electronic task items. Some clinics started to reconsider the visit (consultation) itself and developed new triage systems and appointment types, such as greater use of telephone consultations.

"We've seen more sharing of responsibility, having nurses do follow-up phone calls, and understanding specifically what a [medical assistant] can do, and shifting some work off the physicians on to others."—Clinician, implementation team member

"Would you like to talk to a doctor on the phone, who'll talk to you within an hour and possibly could help you out, without you having to come in? And the majority of patients are thrilled with it."—Clinician

Organisational culture and implementation

Cooperative cultural values minimised active resistance to change but also inhibited effective feedback. Twelve respondents emphasised the importance of the local culture, which reflected Hawaiian values. "Caring for Hawaii's people like family" is not only the company's motto and advertising slogan, it is the explicit standard for assessing innovations. These values were also a barrier to effective implementation. Respondents characterised Hawaiians as averse to conflict and likely to interpret negative feedback as personal criticism. The culture minimised active resistance but also inhibited criticism before and during implementation, thus depriving decision makers of important feedback.

"It's the natural culture of Hawaii to be very polite. We don't beat our horn; we don't cut our way in line. You never talk stink. That's a phrase that's used here, 'You don't talk stink.' You don't say bad things about other people. If you give constructive feedback—if somebody asks for it—they get a bit of a shock if they actually get it. So culture: big influence here."—Implementation team member

"Hawaii's culture is very non-confrontational, you know, 'just be nice, agree'; so the feedback has been relative to that."—Implementation team member

Organisational leadership and CIS

Participatory leadership was valued in the decision making phase, but decisive leadership from the top was valued in the implementation phase. Fourteen respondents discussed the importance of leadership. Respondents often stated that the electronic medical record system selection process needed to be more participatory. In particular, respondents felt that Kaiser Permanente did not listen sufficiently to local leaders and clinicians, and dismissed early the concerns of Kaiser
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Permanente Hawaii about CIS. In the implementation phase some respondents valued decisive hierarchical leadership. Respondents described local leaders as being consensus seeking, which at times exacerbated implementation challenges or encouraged passive resistance to change. Some respondents approved of the more directive leadership style exhibited by one specialty chief in particular, but noted that its effectiveness hinged upon the chief’s well established clinical and professional reputation.

“From a change management perspective that was the nightmare, because we depended on the chiefs and the supervisors of the chiefs to really be clear about their performance expectations with CIS implementation.”—Implementation team member

“It was more autocratic. A decision was made—’That is how it is going to be’—so that made it easier for the team to roll it out. Because it was real clear for the clinicians, really clear.”—Clinician

Conflict

As these critical processes unfolded, a climate of conflict associated with CIS arose. Being contrary to the cooperative ethos, this counter climate fuelled anxiety about the direction in which the organisational culture might be heading. Conflict manifested at various levels. For example, five respondents reported internal conflict between their commitment to “going electronic” and scepticism about CIS, and some initially receptive clinicians became alienated by the implementation. A mingled feeling of relief and loss associated with the withdrawal of CIS was intensified by a feeling that Kaiser Permanente Hawaii’s core values had been salvaged.

“They felt mixed signals. There was the signal, ‘We’ve got to implement this,’ and there is themselves saying, ‘Well we’ve got to make it work for us, and if I don’t feel comfortable with it, then what should I do?’ And it was very hard for physicians to speak out.”—Implementation team member

“I felt like an officer asked to take my troops to Vietnam, and people are telling me I should go to Congress about why we are going to Vietnam. You know that may be true, but my focus needed to be on making sure my troops survived and did well.”—Clinician

“What got docs here frustrated was nobody really seemed to listen. And they had to compromise their values and ethics to help the system. Users’ frustration with software problems can quickly escalate to the entire electronic medical record system and result in resistance to implementation.

“Organisational culture and leadership have complex roles during implementation of an electronic medical record system. Building a supportive, cooperative culture may pay dividends during the stress of implementation, but special efforts may be required to obtain critical feedback about the process, such as formal requests for suggestions on system improvement. Different leadership styles and roles are needed in different phases of the process: during selection of the record system, participatory leadership helps to gather input and get support from system users; during implementation, however, decisive hierarchical leadership can more quickly resolve problems to avoid frustration or the development of resistance. This finding reflects the dual leadership roles found in “ambidextrous organisations” and supports the theory that successful innovative organisations behave in organic ways when initiating new ideas but may adopt mechanistic approaches to use the ideas.

Roles, responsibilities, and relationships of clinical staff—During the early stages of implementing an electronic medical record system, changes in clinicians’ productivity may require both extra staff and the ability to make continuous adjustments during implementation. As the organisation adapts to the new electronic system, the capability to document not only what care a patient received but who provided it and when means that patient care responsibilities and processes may need to adapt to revised professional and legal standards of care. These changes can improve efficiency and patient service, such as through new types of consultation.

Limitations of study

Our study captures only a snapshot of the implementation experience, during a volatile phase of implementation and during transition from one electronic medical record system to another. We observed the implementation creating a fundamental organisational change, which resulted in some conflict. The respondents’ perceptions should be viewed in this context. Some nuances of this “wild ride” may be locally unique. In fact, another Kaiser Permanente region had previously implemented an earlier CIS version successfully. However, we suspect that the overall findings highlight issues likely to be faced by organisations implementing or modifying an electronic medical record system.

Learning and adapting to the new technology at Kaiser Permanente Hawaii were ongoing during our study, and we did not
What is already known on this topic

Electronic medical record systems have great potential to improve the quality of health services, but implementing such a system can be extremely disruptive.

Better understanding of organisational contexts and responses to implementation may help to minimise disruption, but few formal evaluations have been made.

What this study adds

Introduction of an electronic medical record system to a non-profit healthcare organisation created several challenges: many users perceived the initial selection of the system to have been detached from the local environment, sparking doubt and resistance; problems with software design and development increased local resistance, as did clinicians’ reduced productivity during implementation.

The system initially clarified and then changed roles and responsibilities—often, though not always, for the better.

The organisation’s cooperative culture minimised overt resistance to change but also inhibited constructive feedback during implementation. Leadership also had varying effects: participatory leadership was valued during selection of an electronic system, but hierarchical leadership was valued during implementation.

have the opportunity to observe the clinical settings in the “normal” phase of operation. Future research should focus on validating our findings by studying other implementations, gathering data over longer periods and during different stages of the process.
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